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U-SEducation Differences Spread
.Responsibility of the Church or State?
by William Meyerhoff
photo by Phil Grotenhuis
Recently the church/state conflict has encompassed many
states, one being Iowa.
d the U·S· Farm Crisis:
there and that's no bull
children taught in homes
In recent years there has also be instructed by
been an escalation in the certified teachers.
conflict between Church and In May, the issue was
State regarding their roles brought into the open when
in education. There has the Iowa Supreme Court ruled
been an increase in the the state has a "clear
number of lawsuits involving right" to set educational
the church schools and the standards for private
State, in the number of schools. Most schools meet
church schools opening state standards, but some
without state approval, and fundamentalist church
in media coverage which has schools, upset at what they
heightened public awareness charge is bias against
of the issue~ religion in public schools,
The conflict is have said they plan to defy
particularly intense in the court's ruling and open
Iowa~ Iowa's compulsory for business as usual
education laws require without certified teachers~
students to be educated by As a result of the strife
st~te certified teachers in between church schools and
approved schools. Emergency the state on this issue,
rules adopted by the Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad has
Department of Public appointed a task force to
Instruction require that study the possibility of a compromise between the church schools and the= ~~~~~~~~~-:==::..;;=",-....:.;c.:.--"'==:""';:""';--'-=-":"" ~Istate.
Dr~ Rockne McCarthy,
Professor of the
Studies Institute at Dordt,
addressed the questions of
the clash between church
schools and the state, the
roles of the church and
state in education, and the
changes in the present
sys~em and policy needed to
resolve the conflict~
cCarthy recently prepared a
paper for the U.S. Dept. of
Education regarding the
Church vs. State issue.
Dr. McCarthy says that the
conflict has arisen because
of the monopolistic public
school establishment which
Positivism a
The Agjob
by Phil Grotenhuis certain segments of agri-
'culture,including product-
Jon and its associated
support areas are
There's a paradox in the
current u.s. farm crisis
that few realize. While
photo by Phil Grotenhuis
Empty feedlots such as this are becoming
the norm on farms throughout the U.s.
increasingly
staggering under the weight
of a bloated deficit,
interest rates, and
perplexing government
programs, the agriculture
support industry is and will
be experiencing a shortage
of trained professionals.
"It's akin to the present
teacher shortage,· says
Dordt Agriculture Professor
Duane Bajema. ·college
students assume and are told
that there is more
opportunity elsewhere in the
workforce. I strongly
disagree." Bajema, as well
as the Dordt Ag Department
as a whole, display a
concern that is well
grounded in a growing
sentiment that perceives
agriculture as a dying
venture~ ·Our concern is
that people are showin~ they
don't want to particippte in
(continued on page 12)
(continued on page 12)
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Editorial -~~-------------~--'---------------
by Wayne Spronk cement behind the SUB for a
small feedlot, and firepits
could be made with
considerably less damage.
As far as being for the
promotion of spiritual
·activity, there is some
resemblance to an altar,
with the cross on it and
all. The open space in the
middle, however, looks too
much like the sacrificial
grounds of an 'rncan temple.
There hasn't been a great
deal of worshipping there as
far as one can tell, unless
they are waiting for the
winter solstice.
Finally, and tqis is also
only opinion: the burning
circle is ugly. It may be
difficult deciding what to
do with donated monies, but
the ar~a behind the SUB
seems more fitted to the
plot of native prairi.e
species than it does cement.
While it is not practical
to stand in the wal of
progress, such as the
putting up of a new computer
learning center, we still
need to care for the p~tches
of green earth we have.
Why then, when there is
little money to be spent on
ae at.he t I cs, does Dordt erect"
its own version of
stonehedge?
Stonehedge, for lack of a
better name, is the circular
expanse of: cement and wooden
benches behind the SUB.
Apparently, the money was
donated as a memorial, or
for a spiritual activity
project, and it is hard to
criticize sorneone's
generousity, but the
location of the structure is
not where it should be.
There is already enough
Meditation: it may be just one of the many attributes
accompanying ·Stonehenge's· intended use.
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by Wayne Spronk
It has been interesting to note the increasing amount
of attention given recently to the trade deficit.
President Reagan announced in his Monday speech that he
was requesting Congress to appropriate $300 million for
subsidies to countries who trade with the u.s. This is
preferable, Reag"an said, to a trade war, and is already
being done by several European nations to promote trade.
The President didn't say how much of the money would
go towards agricultural exports, and there is not a
whole lot of reason for optimism. In fact, one of the
major problems with the farm economy is that farming is
seen as solely an economical necessity. This mindset
makes it extremely difficult for family farmers to stay
on their farms, while there continues to be starvation
in many countries.
The export problem is compounded by the strong dollar.
Of course, this is not the complete story behind the ag
crisis, but it is a part of it. If the President wants
to subsidize exports, agriculture is an industry that
could use the support, and food shortages are an export
that other nations need.
The problem is, though, that food is usually.seen as a
weapop; except when providing "humanitarian~ aid,to
rebels in Nicaragua. If solutions are being sO~9~tfor
h~nger and the ag crisis, it is time to stop seeing foo~
as a weapon, hut as a gift to be shared.
Diamond
who would like to write
should 'address their letters
to :
The Diamonll is
published by the students of
Dordt College as a forum for
presentation and discussion
of events on the campus and
beyond. Any letters or
comnents are _lcome.
Contrib¥tions to the
Diamgnq should be limited
t.o 300 words, signed, and
s:eceived.bY the Bat\ttday
_fore pobUcatS.OII_ ....
Diamond Editor,
Dordt College,
Sioux Center, lA,
51250.
The Di.mpn4 reserves
the right to edit or refuse
publication.
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Students Past and Present:
Dordt eligible for riot van in 60's
by Melanie Ten Pas
Fads, interests, and
behaviors have changed since
Dordt's beginning in 1955.
Three professors state their
views about how the students
acted years ago and how they
act today.
"Women could wear slacks
if the chill factor was at a
certain point, otherwise
they were required to wear
dresses," commented Dr. Van
Dyk who has been a professor
of history at Dordt for 22
years. "The mini skirt came
in in the late '60's and was
quite shocking. The women
were permitted to wear them,
but they were looked down
upon by the authorities,·
stated Dr. Mahaffy who was
then a Dordt student
himself. During the '60's,
the clothing trend was a
classier scene. Women wore
skirts and dresses and men
would wear ties. No faculty
member was allowed to have a
beard. A few students got
away with having beards and
all men were to have hair
_ cut short.
Dordt wasn't really extra-
ordinarily strict compar~d
to other schools. Public
universities had the same
types of codes. In fact, the
homes they carne from had the
same rules. However, ~he
Beatles changed that. 'The
Beatles' emphasis on free
speech and free love really
loosened morals. The '60's
and '70's were times of
transition. The tide of
dressier clothing in the
60 I s changed to the '"70' s
scruffy, unkempt~ and casual
look," remarked Professor
Koekkoek who has been a prof
of history at Dordt for 20
years. Now the scene is
more dressy again. "Four
years ago it was unheard of
to see a man in a tie. Now
it is quite common," added
Koekkoek. Today students
generally tend to wear the
same types of clothing, but
in the early years at Dordt
dress clashed. You could
tell what part of the
country a person came from
because of his clothing.
The students from the coasts
were a little bit ahead of
the midwesterners.
Dordt has been known to be
"a friendly, close-knit
plage" where people actually
•
talk to one another on the
side~alksgoing to and from
class. You'll see the same
faces thousands of times
~unlike some colleges where
you might meet new people,
classmates, sitting next to
you in a graduation
federal money for a riot
van. Actually there was no
need to fear because the
biggest thing that happened
was a\march to the park on
the main ,street. Prof.
Koekko~k gave a speach
supporting the war. A lot
COlL£G
Revenge of the Nerds? No can deny what Prof. Arnold
Koekkoek states, "in the early years dress clashed."
ceremony. According to Prof.
Koekkoek, the 1960's had an
even greater unity in the
student body. "There was
more cohesiveness because
Dordt was smaller. Very few
buildings brought the
students physically closer
together. The students did
more together years ago and
supported each other by
attending concerts and
basketball games." Dean
Rosenboom would walk through
West Hall to make sure the
students attended chapel,
but usually the kids went on
their own because it was
part of being in that
close-knit fellowship. They
didn't have the film series
or visiting lecturers. "Now
.there are so many events to
go to. Students don't feel
they are needed as much to
support the events.
Everyone supported the
Vietnam war, bringing more
unity to Dordt. However,
they were late in the
rebellions and although
there were a,few rebels,
most of Dordt's radicals
were tame compared to
others. Because of fear
that Dordt would have riots,
Siou~~ftnter received
of disillusionment was
present during the Vieunam
years. Students started to
question the where, what,
and why of things:
A bigger percentage of
students in the '60As
entered the Education
program, a main reason for
starting Dordt. But now
additional majors such as Ag
and Business attract
students.
In the '70's the students
were more interested in
world events, but today
students are more concerned
with getting a job.
"Grading was a lot tougher
years ago than it is now,"
Koekkoek concluded, "But We
keep a lot more of the
freshmen than we used to. I
would make the general-
ization that overall, the
caliber of students has
improved at Dordt. We had
excellent students back then
too, but because Dordt grew
in recognition.and stature
we attracted even better
students. Recruiting efforts
-have brought students from
varied and different
backgrounds."
COLOR ANALYSIS
I', at specialW..Student Discounts
Group (3) , '$8 per person
Individual $10
Color Swatches $5,95 (opt.)
Laura VanSchepen
Orange City
737-3943
Certified Consultant
Student
Forum
by Mark De Boer
The Student Activities
-Committee has recently
appointed all Student Forum
members to committees.
These people are your
repres~ntatives and
represent student body
interests.
Below are listed the
committees and Student Forum
members who represent your
interests: Academic
Polici~~-Joel VandenHeuvel,
Co-Curriculum-Gr~ Marcus,
Cqrriculum-Mark De Boer
Library-Irene Brouwer,
Athletics-Jim Richards,
Off-Campus Program-Carol
V~~lkema, Teacher
Education-Loren
VanMiddendorp, Spiritual
Activities-Lisa Karnlade,
Student Activities-Tammy
Walhof, Betty Addink, Anne
DeBlaey, Richard DeLange,
Student Discipline-Te~esa
Weidenaar, Student
Personnel-Nancy Hoffman.
These people will be voicing
their inter~sts in their
respective committees. Allow
them to do their job and let
them kno~ what you believe
should or should not be
done.
Student Forum is committed
to the student body's best
interest. They are working
hard to give students a
chance to be heard.
Beginning yesterday,
elections for freshmen
representatives began. These
elections are being held in-
the Commons. Freshmen.
running for Forum are:
Woodie Barnes, Chad Brands,
Tami Davids, Jacklyn Fitzke,
Jim'Hummel, Dave Rylaarsdam,
and Brent VanZytveld. Take
some time out of your busy
schedule and read the
reasons these students have
given for joining Student
Forum. Their reasons are
posted in North, West, and
East Halls.
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More Profs Arrive
Duitman Heads Band
by Alicia Nugteren
Henry Duitman comes to
Dordt from Brandenton,
Florida. He has a Bachelor's
degree in music education
from Florida State, and his
M.A. from the University of
Southern Florida. Duitman
helped start the Brandenton
Christian School, where his
duties include vocal and
instrumental instruction.
He taught there for eleven
years. During the past six
years he has also been
teaching theory and trumpet
at Manatee Junior College.
At Dordt, in addition to
directing the band, ouitman
will teach instrumental
music classes. One of
Duitman's primary goals here
is to prepare quality
instrumental teachers ~o be
directors in Christian
schools. He feels that
instrumental music programs
in Christian schools are at
a disadvantage because of
small school size and a
misunderstanding of
instrumental music. This
results, he says, in the
employment of unprepared
music· directors. Good music
education must be provided,
Ouitman says, so that '
Christians may praise God
skillfully.
$nglish Professor Lloyd Den Boer
photo·by Gary Brouwers
Den Boer joins English Dept.
Lloyd Den Boer is also a
Dordt alumnus. He earned a
degree in English in 1973.
He then studied comparative
literature at the University
Of North Carolina for two
years. He finished his
Master of Arts degree at
Simon Fraser University in
Vancouver, B.C. He has also
begun work there on his
doctorate. Den Boer taught
English at Fraser Valley
Christian High· for six
years.
Den Boer is filling a
one-year vacancy in the
English department, and will
be teaching the introductory
writing and literature
courses. In addition, next
semes~er he will teach a
Canadian literature class.
.He hopes to work with his
students on an individual
basis, a policy which he
feels is especially
necessary in writing
courses. Den Boer is also
enjoying discussions among
faculty. memebers who are
examining long-term
objectives for the English
program here.
Music Professor Henry Duitman
photo by Gary Brouwers
Kramer Helps
with Chemistry
In the chem~stry depart-
ment Dr. Al Kramer is taking
over for Dr. Geels, who is
on a one-year Sabbatical.
Kramer, himself a Dordt
graduate, obtained his
Master's degree from Kansas
State University. After
spending two years as an
Army officer during the
Vietnam War working in
military weapon research in
Washington, D.C., he
received his Ph. D. from the
American University there.
He then was involved in
multiple sclerosis research
as part of a team of protein
chemists at the National
Institute of Health in
Washington, D.C., for three
years. While performing
this research, Kramer
completed twenty-four
scientific publications
dealing with protein
chemistry and immunology qf
brain proteins.
When federal funding. for
medical research was cut in
1975, Kramer moved to Ireton
Iowa, where he began
farming. During the past
three years he has taught
organic chemistry and
immunology courses at
Northwestern College in
Orange City, as well as
instructing a land economics
course at Dordt for a year.
In addition to his current
duties here in the areas of
general chemistry, organic
chemistry and biochemistry,
Kramer is a part-time
teacher at the Netherlands
Reformed School in Rock
Valley.
Kramer enjoys interaction
with young adults and the
challenge of transferring
information from instructor
to student. He hopes to
show that the Christian
faith can be used to
integrate science and
creation.
Chemistry Professor Al Kramer
photo by Gary Brouwers
. , ." ..
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Friday the 13th: A Religious Adventure
Oct. 10
Oct. 11
Oct. 14
Oct. 15
Puzzle Answer
Oct. 16
Oct. 17
by Sue van Arragon together in their basic
beliefs and rituals.
"I teach the kids that the
"Nazi! Nazi all the way!" Messiah is like the cherry
a few audacious adolescents on top of a banana split.
screamed as they squealed The banana split is just as
their tires through the good without it," said Rabbi
parking lot of the Mount Friedmann during a
Sinai Temple in Sioux City discussion period with the
two weeks ago. The Church Dordt students after the
Music History class led by service. "I'm a rather
Dr. Joan Ringerwole learned liberal theologian,"
about the faith and confessed the rabbi. "We
traditions of Reform Jews as are Reform Jews, not
well as anti-semitism when reformed Jews, because we're
they went to a service led always reforming," he
by Rabbi Friedmann in Sioux stressed.
City on Friday the 13th of The visit included a look
September, 1985. at the Torah, containing the
As part of a study ~f Pentateuch, found on four
Jewish music the class had a leather parchment scrolls
lecture earlier in the week behind a curtain at the
from Dordt senior ~e Van front of the synagogue,
Vuren about the Jewish referred to by one student
celebration of the Day of as, "the Holy of Holies."
Atonement. Van Vuren The rabbi read a portion of
dressed as a rabbi and gave the book of Genesis and
her lecture by candlelight translated it before he
while the class was seated meticulously rolled up the
around a table covered with scroll in such a way that he
a white cloth and set with would not "look like a fool
glasses of grape juice on Monday" by opening it to
posing as wine. The study the wrong place.
of Jewish music culminated After Rabbi Friedmann
with the class attending the answered a lot of questions
service at the synagogue and the class left the
staying to ask questions synagogue, but not without
afterwards. The service more excitement. As the
inc.ludeda non-formal students walked out some
dialogue between the rabbi cars of teenagers raced
and the congregati~n (Dordt around the parking lot
students were invited to screaming racist comments
join in), congregational and threatening danger with
~ecitation from the their loud engines and
prayerbook and Hebrew squealing tires. Rabbi
singing by a soloist Friedmann, a man small in
followed by the customa~y stature, asked a few
blessing of wine with a students to stay while he
toast to l~fe (L'achaiml). locked up. He related news
Unlike the Orthodox Jewry about the rise of
the Reform Jews have anti-semitism in the
abandoned a lot of their northeastern Nebraska area
conservative traditions that as recently reported on the
are often stereotypically television show 20/20. The
associated with Jews such as menacing cars waited on the
the wearing of long front road until Dordt junior,
locks, the skullcaps and the Arthur Atsma boldly walked
use of the prayer book towards them and apparently
traditionally used by Jews /scared them away. The rabbi
around the world in order to was thankful and everyone
keep members of their faith went horne in peace. Shalom.
~~<$><Q>-~<$><Q><Q><$><Q>~~<Q>~
§ . Study Abroad in the Netherlands ~
§ Spring Semester 1985·86 §
§ + If you are interested in an intercultural study §
~ experience consider a semester in Amsterdam §
§ Cost: Same as at Dordt plus §
§ additional travelexpense to §
§ and from the Netherlands. §
~
Credits: five courses. All five §
courses count toward §
'~ graduation. Majors in Art, §
! i Business Administration, §Ii' Dutch and History can Ienroll in courses in their§ major field.§ ):2 For more information contact:
§ ?5;~~ Dr. Boot-Office A222,Ext. 6263
§ J ~ _~ ~. Dr. Struyk-Office A223, Ext. 6261 §
§ Foreign Language Department §
~~~~<Q'>~~t.Q'><.b><Q>~~§
Calendar
September
Sept. 26 Volleyball-vs.-Briar Cliff, Sioux Falls
Collegey at Horne, 6:30 P.M.
Dordt Soccer Tourney at Home Student
Recital, 3:00 P.M., chapel
Film, 6:30 and 9:00, "A Raisin in the
Sun,· C160.
Dordt Soccer Tourney at Home
Volleyball-vs.-Wayne State, Chadron, Away,
12:00 P.M.
Study Skills, 6:30 P.M., C160.
Sept. 27
Sept. 28
Sept. 30
October
Oct. 1 Volleyball-vs.-Northwestern, Buena Vista,
Away, 6:30 P.M.
Soccer-vs.-Loras, Away
Volleyball-vs,-Northwestern, Morningside,
Away, 6:30 P.M.
Tri-State - NO CLASSES
Soccer-vs.-Clarke, Away
Volleyball Tourney at Graceland College
Tri-State - NO CLASSES
·Scandinavian Summer" Travelogue, 8:00 P.M.,
Chapel.
Soccer-vs.-Wartburg, Away
Volleyball Tourney at Graceland College
Chinese Circus 7:30 P.M., Chapel
Study Skills, 6:30 P.M., C160
"In Search of Macondo· 3:30 P.M., C160
Volleyball-vs.-Mount Marty, Briar Cliff,
Away, 6:30 P."'.
"Macondo· LeMars Jr. High Auditorium,
8:00 P.M.
Phi.Kappa Sigma, 7:00 P.M., C160
20th Century Music Symposium, All Day,
Chapel
Study Skills, 6:30 P.M., C160
Staley Lecture Series, 3:30 P.M., 7:30 P.M.
C160
Staley Lecture Series, 7:30 P.M., C160
Guest Organist Concert, 8:00 P.M., Chapel
Student Solidarity Sponsored Seminar,
7:00 P.M., C160
Faculty Forum, 7:00 P.M.
Oct. 3
'Oct. 4
Oct. 5
Oct. 7
Oct. 8
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KDCR Holds Open House
photo by Gary Brouwers
KDCR- a station that carries 100,000 watts has the
ability of covering a 150 mile radius.
by Wayne Spronk
Tuesday, September 17,
became the date of the first
KDCR "open house," an event
which general manager Dennis
De Waard says will be held
annually .. From three until
four in the afternoqn,
students were introduced to
the radio station, members
of the Communications
Department met with those
who were interested, and
Dordt alumnus Bob Holland
(Grotenhuis) commented on
his work as anchorperson for
KTVV in Austin, Texas.
Mr. De Waard sums up the
reasons for the open house
when he says, "In the past,
there were some interested
in broadcasting that we
missed: or didn't find out
about until they were
seniors. We wanted to
contact everyone who was
interested, and we feel we
had a successful turnout.
We'll do it again next
year."
Presently, there are 11
students employed at the
KDCR station, although in
recent years there have been
as many as 18. A new area
of work at the radio station
may soon appear. Plans are
being developed for an
electrical engineering-
communications major. This
major would combine the
recently-adde,d engineering
field of study and the radio
station to prepare students
to do the technical work of
radio or television
operations.
Formerly of KCAU news in
Sioux City, Bob Holland
(Grotenhuis) returned to
Sioux Center from Austin,
Texas, to welcome students
to the first annual "open
house" at the Dordt KDCR
radio station. Currently
co-anchoring the news for
KTVV, Mr. Holland has some
valuable insights on the
communication field, and
beyond it.
Question: What did you think
of the idea of the open
house?
Mr. Holland: "I thought it
was a great idea--to show
the kids what they have. I
worked at the station for
five years and got to do
everything: basketball
games, Illuminations, the
morning show with Dennis
(De Waard)--you name it.
It was a good hands-on
experience.
Question: When you were
working at KDCR, what were
your career goals?
Mr. Holland: Basically, I
wanted to continue in radio.
I never gave televison a
thought, but then I weighed
265 pounds, and people like
that don't make it. One
summer I lost that weight,
and actually it was my girl~
friend who said, "You ought
to think about it (tele-
vision). I started as a
producer, at KCAU (Channel 9
in Sioux City), no report-
~ng,no anchoring, nothing
else. But it was a start.
Question: You 'mentioned
some of the good experience
and opportunities at
KDCR--what are some of the
weaknesses?
Mr. Holland: One of the
weaknesses at Dordt is
televison. That's changed
somewhat since I was here.
Now they've got paid
internships at KTIV in Sioux
City. To really get into
their own t.v. takes more
than rnoney--it takes mega
money. Even the University
of Texas at Austin doesn't
have its own station.
Question: What about the
Chicago Metro program?
Mr. Holland: Yes, that's
another opportunity. It's
indirect, maybe more writing
than broadcasting, but it's
valuable exposure.
Question: At the open
house, you mentioned that
you had to work with some
egotistical people and that
a Christian perspective is
needed in broadcasting. How
is it possible to dfsplay a
Christian perspective when
you're broadcasting news?
Mr. Holland: Mostly with my
own notions of Christian
journalistic ethics. In
fact, my master's thesis is
"Television: The Anatomy of
Deceit." I get stories
thrown back in my face and
get told "It's not strong
enough." They (news editors)
want more hype. They say.
·werre not getting sued."
There are other means of
making the news interesting-
through creativity and in
your angle. There are
legitimate alternatives to
exploitation.
1981 Dordt graduate Bob Holland with co-anchorwomen
Tanya Cooke. Holland has been part of KTVV 36 in
Austin, Texas since last year.
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Education Education never savedanyone. Jesus Christ doesthat. And education is not all
of a person's life. But univer-
sity education is part of life
too.
Colloquium has
Wholistic Goalsnever
saved University study andacademic ideas can be deadly.
Ideas in psychology, research
in biology and theories in
politics - argued ideas can
kill people if they are god-less
ideas. ·Or they can be a door
through which shalom enters
one's life if they are based on
God's Word.,.
anyone
The Institute for Christian
Studies is working to subject
university study and research
to Jesus Christ as a service
to God's people.
Programs of Study
• Certificate in Christian
Studies - special one year
graduate program.
• Master of Philosophy
1M.Phil.) - a two' year degree
program with emphasis in the
following areas: history.
psychology. political theory,
aesthetics. philosophy and
theology.
• Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.1 -
a cooperative program with the
Free University of Amsterdam
(which awards the degree I.
huilding on the M.Phil. degree
of the Institute.
ICS
Institute for Christian 'Studies
229 College St., Toronto
Ontario M5T IR4
Commons Serves Food
for Thought
by Alicia Nugteren science. Dordt!s Dr. John
Vander Stelt presented his
paper which exposed the
difficulties in traditional
views of theology. A perind
of discussion followed the
presentations.
Zinkand considers the
conference very worthwhile.
He noted that comments on
evaluation forms filled out
by the conferees were
favorable. Some
participants found the
program intellectually
stimulating, and many
appreciated the number of
. .papers that were discussed.
Zinkand reports that also
attending the meetings at
Dordt was CMA president
Sister Margaret Wicks from
Briar Cliff College. This
conference was the first in
her recently acquired
position. She described her
duties as president and
. f Igave 1n.ormat10n about some
possible grants which the
CMA might receive.
Several Dordt Faculty
took part in the annual
Colleges of Mid-America
(CMA) Philosophy and
Theology Conference, held
here Thursday, September 19.
Other colleges represented
at the conference were
Northwestern, Mt. Marty,
Briar Cliff and Sioux Falls
College. Thirty faculty and
students attended the
daytime meeting.
The theme of this year's
conference was "Are
Philosophy and Theology
Sciences?" Three professors
from the CMA presented
papers dealing with this
issue. Dr. John Zinkand,
who participated in the
conference, revealed that
the first paper examined one
theologian's definition of
theology and another
disclosed the early Roman
Catholic attitudes on
by Brian Vander Berg
This year, Dordt's Natural
Science Division is setting
aside the second Tuesday of
each month to have a
Colloquium. According to
Dr. John Zwart, the major
reason for starting the
Colloquium was the concern
among the faculty that
students involved in the
sciences lacked a wholistic
view of science; they were
concentrating almost
exclusively on their major.
This led the Natural
Science Division to appointr committe to attempt to
arrange an event in which
the students gather in a
situation where the pressure
of grades is not present.
Dr. Zwart and Professor
Van Gaalen were placed in
charge while all other
faculty members cooperated
by not 'Ischeduling classes or
labs during the Tuesday
afternoon time slot. The
basic format of the
Colloq\1iuIllis to have
refreshments (coffee, punch,
and cookies) during the
first fifteen minutes. This
will enable students to mix
and socialize. Following
this, a presentation will be
given.
The presentations will not
be high-powered or
specialized, rather they
will be on topics that all
students can follow and
relate to. Dr. Zwart also
stated that panel
discussions or student
presentations are
possibilites, but that, for
this year, most of the
presentations will be given
by Dordt faculty members.
The next Colloquium is
scheduled for October 8 in
S-4 with refreshments at
'3:00 p.m. Professor Delmar
Vander Zee will introduce
and lead a discussion on two
films concerning acid rain.
These meetings are primarily
for students with majors in
the Natural Scienc~s;
however,' anyone interested
is invited.
ACROSS
CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE
4 Condensed
moisture
5 Brother of
Jacob
6 Challenge
@ 1984 Unned Feature Syndlc8te
7 Possessive
pronoun
8 Near
9 Irritate
10 Sign of zodiac
12 High-pitched
sound
13 Improve
16 Cravats
19 Most profound
21 Part of airplane
23 Rock
25 Aquatic
mammal
27 Dry, as wine
29 Metal
31 Tille of respect
33 More indigent
34 Hold on
property
36 Musical dramas
37 Publish'
39 Cerise and
crimson
41 Babylonian hero
43 Barracuda
44 Walk unsteadily
47 Music: as
written
48 Cheer
51 Diphthong
53 Parent: colloq.
32 Ceremony
33 Writing
implement
35 Roman tyrant
37 Attitude
38 Title or respect
40 Lasso
42 Decay
43 Beer animal
45 Snare
46 Negative prefix
47 Squanderer
49 Sun god
50 Tidier
52 Sailor
54 Handle
55 Capital of Tibet
DOWN
1 Newly married
woman
6 Goddess of the
hunt
11 Newest
13 Cake mix
14 Above
15 Restaurant
workers
17 Symbol for
titanium
18 Wooden pin
20 Join
21 Devoured
22 Tolls
24 Obtain
25 Lubricates
26 Soaks. as
cotton
28 Colonize
30 Verse
1 Deceive
2 Sword
3 Kind of type:
I abbr.
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Krutz Plays Bach
by Jill Brue
Those who attended the
concert in the Dordt Chapel
this past Monday may have
been surprised to find
themselves swept back 300
years in time and see before
their eyes J.S. Bach come
alive on stage. Although
the wig and flashy red
costume seemed to step right
out of history, the man we
were actually 'seeing was Dr.
Charles Krutz, Professor of
Music at Concordia College.
Not only was Dr. Krutz'
musical performance
remarkable, but the unique
way in which.he presented
Bach's music through drama,
role playing and the use of
a variety of different
instruments made the evening
thoroughly enjoyable.
The performance gave us an
overview of Bach's life as
Krutz lead us step by step
through some of his most
important moments. Krutz
was able to do this with the
help of instruments ranging
from the organ to the
recorder. Unbelievably, he
played each instrument with
such incredible skill and
was able to gracefully go
from one to another with
seemi.ngly no effort.
Krutz began the evening
with this coupon
with an organ invention and
proceded to perform a
variety of Bach's works
ranging from the Brandenburg
Concerto's, to his choral
works and cantatas. The
wide variety of musical
selections not only added
intere~t and contrast, but
gave the audience a broad
overview of the extent of
Bach's compositions.
An added feature which
gave the concert an extra
sparkle was the audience
involvement and
participation of a community
choir, under the direction
of Gary VanderHart, which
had been formed especially
for this performance. The
audience was able to sing
along as Krutz lead with
various instruments the
beautiful choral "Jesu, Joy
of Man's Desiring". The
ch-u r did an excellent job
and gave the concert a
feeling of authenticity.
Throughout the performance
Krutz lightened the.evening
with his dry humor and
occasional puns. "Bach"
spoke of his fictitious son,
Paul Daniel Quintus Bach
(P.D.Q. Bach), and gave an
amusing account of his job
description as church music
director, all which gave us
a different ~erspective on
photo by Chuck Muether
Dr. Charles Krutz plays just one of many instruments in
his nJ.S. Bach" performance this past Monday.
the solemn, stern Bach we
often picture in our minds.
Although the performance
only scratched the surface
of the life and works of
Bach, Krutz' performance
allowed us to dig deeper and
look more closely into
Bach's life. All in all it
reminded us once again that
Bach still lives in the
hearts and minds of people
today.
Ghetto Life Portrayed
in Upcoming Movie
rights. She wants the money
so she can finish her
college degree and become a
doctor and make something
out of herseIf.
Walter's wife, Ruth, is a
realistic, hard working
woman who wants the best for
her family. She is willing
to sacrifice her unborn
child for that goal.
Walter's sun, Benny, is
the one who changes and
influences Walter's ideas of
what would be best for the
family.
The money has effects on
all the characters,
throughout the film, with
each questioning their
decisions about the money.
Another character is Mr.
Lemon, a bigot who doesn't
want their type of people in
his neighborhood, afraid of
them being a bad influence
on the neighborhood kids.
Everyone should find this
a good movie as it shows how
the family reacts and they
and other poor peoPte have
to endure. Raisin in the
Sun will be shown in C160,
Friday, September 25, at
6:30 and g:OO p.m. Tickets
are $1.50.
ACutA6cve----------,
S1.00 off any service I
t
tnow throuqh October 31_~ .J
Services include:
Cuttinq, stylinq, hiqhliqhtinq,
waxinq,
tanninq bed with packaqe.
Prices startinq at $17.50
For appointment call 722-4797
757 South Main
by Brad DeWit
This Friday, Dordt will
show another good movie en-
titled Raisin in the Sun.
This is a film about a black
family in Chicago in the
1950's who have to cope with
lack of money, greed, dreams
and prejudice.
The movie starts with the
family discussing how they
should spend the $10,000
they received from their
dead father's insurance. The
mother, Lydia, like her
husband, worked like a dog
to support her family, and
wants her children to have
things she never had and
wants them to make their
dreams come true.
Her son, Walter Lee, wants
the money to see his dream
of opening a liquor store
come true, but his mother
will not have her husband's
money involved in such a
heathen store. He turns to
alcohol when his dreams
aren't met but later turns
out to be the pillar of the
family.
His sister, Benita, is a
woman who's very liberal
about black and women's
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Macondo Comes to Dordt
News Release
. According to Theatre Arts
professor James Kolde~hoven,
150 free tickets are being
made available to Dordt
students for a unique
theatre event. The event
will be presented by Dordt
and Westrnar Colleges when
Facets Performance Ensemble
makes its appearances in
Sioux Center and Le Mars.
The internationally~
acclaimed Ensemble, founded
and directed by Nicole
Dreiske, will present their
original theatre piece
entitled Macondo on
October 8 at 8:00 p.m. in
the Le Mars Junior High
School Auditorium. Facets
'will appear the day before
at Dordt Col.lege with their
"lIn Search of Macondo,"
presently scheduled for 3:30
p.m. in C160. This is a
multimedia presentation
which looks at the
background for this mythical
town created by Nobel
Prize-winning novelist
Gabriel Garcia Marquez~
Two years ago, the Facets
Performance Ensemble went to
the jungles of Colombia's
Carribean coast in search of
Macondo--the town which ~s
the focal point of Marquez'
One Hundred Years of
Solitude. Working in
intense tropical heat on
locations ranging from
mountain "fincas" (cattle
ranches) t~the streets of
~ THUHI£ PIECE BY fAGUS PEIIFORM"'.C! ENSEMBLE
DlRECTEO 8Y NICOLE OREISIl£
PHOTOG,.APHY .~G\Jtc
r-
Garcia Marquez' home in
Aracataca, to the desert
flats belonging to the
Guajiro Indians, the
Ensemble developed
Macondo--an original
theatre work inspired by the
best-selling novel.
The work on Macondo
culminated in a performance
ONE HUNDRED DAYS OF
SOLITUDE IN A SOUTH AMERICAN
TOWN THAT DOESN'T EVEN EXIST.
_00
A THEATRE PIEC! BY fACHS"ERfOIlM~MCE ENSEMBLE
OIRECTED BY NICOle DREISKE
of the playas a work-in-
progress at the Teatro
Nacional in Barranquilla
before a sold-out house of
one thousand. What made
th~s on-location project
possible for the Ensemble,
says Facets founder-director
Nicole Dreiske, was the
incredible cooperation of
the Colombian people.
"Macondo, as a town,
doesn't exist", she says,
"because it is everywhere.
It is part of the
consciousness of South
America. As soon as people
found out what we were
:working on, there was a
network: a cousin, a father-
~n-law, a brother. And
everyone in Colombia said
Macondo was their town."
The play delves into the
mystical powers of Garcia
Marquez' work. The life of
the Buendia family unfolds
before the audience in a
series of scenes which
capture the vitality, rich-
ness and imagination of
'South America. The
Ensemble's work has been
performed in more than 200
theatres, universities and
colleges throughout the
United States, and in
Canada, Africa, France,
Hungary, Poland, Belgium and
Switzerland.
Country
aikes & Produce
For all your bicycle needs
• Used & rebuilt bikes on
hand.
• Will repair all types.
• Home-grown popcorn
for sale.
Yo mile West ot Hagen Clinic
Ph. 722·4673 . Sioux Center
Computer
Center
Opens
by Jim Stryd
During the past summer
Dordt College has added on a
new facility to the campus.
This building is the
Computer Learning Center
which is located by the
Business Office and is open
to all Dordt students.
The center is used to
teach computer science
classes, but other classes,
such as various Education
classes, which use computers
are also taught there.
Another service of the
center is to allow students
to use the hardware in the
center.
There are about 70
computers and terminals at
the.students' disposal in
the center. These include
Apple, IBM, and Altos system
computers. Dr. Willis
Alberda says that everyone
is allowed to use the
computers, but in order to
pse the Altos'system,
training is needed.
Within the center there is
also a software library.
One can check out the
software he needs at this
library for the Apple and
IBM computers. Of course,
one may use his own
software as long as it is
academically promoting. Dr.
Alberda says games are not
to be played on the
computers.
During the week the
center's hours are from
eight in the morning to
eleven in the evening except
on Fridays and Saturdays.
On these days the center
closes at five in the
afternoon.
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Dordt Women Pull It Off
photo by Dean Reichert
The teamwork of such players is only one of the many
a&pects in the continual drive for perfectioDa
by Rhonda Doss
The lady Defenders have
started their season with
impressive style. Last
Thursday at Westmar, they
took on ~ountMarty with a
wwell executed offense" and
dominated the match 15-11,
15-2 for their first
conference win. Coach
Schutten comments ~hat the
women had an "excellent
comeback" as the Defenders
were down 10-3 in the first
game, and cites Renee
VandeKamp and Shirley
Noteboom each with five
kills, and Sue Dokter
involved in 12 blocks (5 of
them sol01 to aid Dordt.
In the second match, Dordt
improved its conference
record to 2-0, by outplaying
Westmar 15-3, 15-10.
Schutten notes a "strong
performance II by Vanda Broek
(7 kills, 12 blocks) and
Becky Hi1arides and Shirley
Noteboom with 5 kills each.
Then it was off to
Lincoln, NE. to participate
in the two day volleyball
tournament hosted by
Nebraska-Wesleyan college on
Sept. 20 and 21. Dordt
improved its record to 10-3
and placed second behind
their hosts.
In ·the first match, Dordt
took on Northwestern college
and with ten kills from
Vonda Broek, twelve blocks
and seven kills from Sue
Dokter, eight kills from
Shirley Noteboom and Donna
DeRuyter ·setting an
excellent garne,ll Dordt went
on to win 15-7, 15-3. Dordt
then overpowered\McPherson
college 15-2, 15-10. With
Vonda Broek's "strong front
row game and excellent
passing" from freshm~n Audra
Deruyter, Dordt went on to
play Nebraska Wesleyan.
Schutten asserts that "it
was a very hard fought
contest that could've gone
either way." Dordt lost
15-17, 13-15 playing the
strongest team of the
tournament. Although the
lady Defenders had a
"balanced attack" (Sue
Dokter 11 kills, 16 blocks,
Vonda Broek with 5 kills, 15
blocks, Shirley Noteboom
with 5 kills, and Renee
VandeKamp with 5 kills, 13
blocks), Coach Schutten
attributed the number of.
matches played over a ·short
period of time as helping to
cause the "fatigue related
errors."
On Saturday, the Lady
Defenders, though tired,
once again sho~ed fine form.
They opened with Peru State
winning 15-11, 16-4. Shirley
Noteboom led with eight
kills, followed by Sue
Dokter with six and Vonda
Broek with eleven blocks and
five kils.
Then they faced Chadron
and lost 4-15, 15-5, 13-15
despite a "fine performance"
by Ruth Dr~ayer with
wexcellent serving and
passing, leading Dordt with
eight kills." In the final
game of the tournament,
Dordt faced Kansas-Wesleyan
and won 15-12, 12-15, 15-5.
The Lady Defenders had an
o~tstandin9 game 'from Donna
Deruyter with 24 assists,
Vonda Broek and Sue Dokter
with six kills, eleven
blocks and seven kills, 17
blocks, respectively. Ruth
Draayer and Audra Deruyter
also had "very solid games."
Coach Schutten was "very
pleased" with the play of
the Defenders and notes
"~tron9 bench play" as a
strength in more competitive
action this week as the
Ladies take on Briar Cliff
and Sioux Falls college at
Dordt 6:30 p.m. on Thureday
Sept. 26 and as they
participate in another
tournament in Saturday,
Sept. 28.
COMING ATTRACTION
Coming to C160
Saturday, October 12
3:00, 6:30, 9:00 p.m.
Tickets: $1.50
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International
by David Hagedorn
United States and
Vietnamese officials met
Wednesday in Hanoi to
discuss achieving "The
Fullest Possible Accounting"
of American M.I.A.'s in
Southern Asia.
Hurricane Gloria, with
winds reaching 150 miles an
hour, seriously ~hreatens
the Eastern United States.
A constant watch has been on
the storm all week.
Forcasters say that it could
be the fiercest hurricane in
a decade.
The Mexico City death toll
is already over 4600 and an
,
estimated 2000 are believed
to be trapped under the
rubble. First Lady Nancy
Reagan joined U.S.
Ambassador John Gavin on
Monday for a tour of the
earthquake-ravaged city.
Upon meeting the Mexican
President Mrs. Reagan
delivered a one-million
dollar check for relief
efforts. President Reagan
also offered additional
support if needed.
Earlier this week around
Cape Town, South Africa,
Black mobs killed two Blacks
who were considered to be
government collaborators.
The situation is quite" tense
Left-wing John Brouwer fires down the first of four
winning goals against Nebraska-Wesleyan.
Soccer Teams Prays Tough
by Rhonda Doss
"The Dordt Soccer Team has
probably played it's
toughest games of the
season", says Coach Van
Essen and he has seen a lot
of improvement with every
game.
Darryl De Ruiter leads the
Defenders in scoring with 5
goals followed by Rob
Wynbenga with 3.
The team also lost to UNO
(University of Nebraska-
Omaha) 2-1 ,in a hard fought
contest. They came back to
beat Grand view 7-3 here at
Dordt.
Coach Van Essen says that
the difficulty has been
replacing the entire half-
back line. He has been
experimenting t~ regain -
control of the middle field.
Injuries have also plagued
the Defenders, but they are
all expected to play in full
participation soon.
Dordt's "most frustrating
loss" was against South
Dakota State where Dordt
took more shots, dominated
the defense and had 3
potential goals hit the
crossbar, thus losing 1-0.
In the Defender's Nebraska-
Wesleyan game they won 4-0
putting them'2-3 overall and
2-0 in district play.
Dordt is hosting the Dordt
College International
Tournament this Friday and
Saturday and will play St.
Paul Bible College, Clark
College and Wartenburg
College.
When asked if Coach Van
Essen had anything to do
with the 1INew Look" of his
,team he replied, "No Way!
But I'm hoping as their hair
grows back, their strength
will come back tool"
Headlines
as it has been for a long
time. South African
officials are urging
journalists and
non-residents to stay out of
the turmoil.
As Yom Kippur was being
celebrated as the holiest
day of the Jewish year,
explosive interruptions
broke up the joyous
occasion. The Soviet-made
rockets which were fired
apparently came from
guerrillas in Southern
Lebanon. No injuries were
reported from the attacked
Kiryat Shemona Settlement,
which is in northern Israel.
Opinions
by David Hagedorn
Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev and President
Ronald Reagan will once
again bring the
controversial issue of "Star
Wars" to attention. as they
engag~ in-the Geneva Summit
meeting this November 19 and
20.
In an interview with TIME
magazine, Gorbachev
expressed confidence toward
universal peace, but only
after cancellation of the
S.D.I. (Strategic Defense
Initiative). A leading West
,German defense analyst said,
0"1 have never seen Soviet
officials so emotional as
they are over Star Wars".
They indeed have good
reason to be nervous, for we
have taken to heart the
foresight o~ our
forefathers. An example of
this lies with the great
freedom fighter George
Washington when he said, "To
be prepared for war is one
of the most effectual means
of preserving peace."
With billions of dollars
invested in our Space
Defence System and ohviously
a great amount of
technological progress, it
is quite understandable that
the Soviet Union would like
'S.D.I. out of commission.
With our anti-nuclear ,
capabilities format, they
could gain the upper hand
while preventing their
nuclear weapons from
becoming obsolete.
Gorbachev even said in
regard to our continued.
quest for nuclear
soviet Foreign M~nister
'Eduard Shevardnadze urged
the United Nations Tuesday
to endorse the Soviet space
exploration called "Space
Peace". This space
exploration which the
Soviets have been long
developing is to rival the
U.S. "Star Wars" system.
Secretary of State George
Shultz addressed the United
Nations General Assembly "
calling the Soviet Union to
end its propaganda campaign
against "Star Wars" and to
start negotiating at the
Geneva talks. On Wednesday
Shultz met with the Soviet
foreign minister at the U.N.
They discussed the November
Super-Power Summit.
•
neutralization," .. come
what maY7 we will ,find an
accurate response to any
challenge a " For him to say
this unquestionably
indicates that an attempt to
catch up has been underway.
The Soviet's foreign
policy is not, "You scratch
mY back, and I'll scratch
yoursa" Rather, it is, "You
scratch my back, and 1111
stab yours." As long as we
are_holding the ,"knife" we
will not be back-stabbed
Franklin D. Roosevelt once
said, "We have had the
lessons before Us over and
over again--nations that
were not ready and were
unable to get ready found
themselves overrun by the
enemy."
When the super-power
le~ders finally meet, we
shall see two things.
Gorbachev will stress
nothing more than"
eradicating our IIStar Wars"
'effort. Yet Capital Hill
will stand fast on what is
right and not give up our
"Peace Initiative".
What the Soviets will hope
to gain/from the summit are
front page lies in their
Communist-run newspapers and
magazines such as "RONALD
REAGAN IS "UNWILLING Tq
NEGOTIATE" or "GORBACHEV
DOES ALL POSSIBLE FOR WORLD
PEACE". Despite the media1s
distortions, the on~y way to
gain global peace is to beat
the Soviet Union at their
own game. Theodore
Roosevelt said it well;
"Speak softly and carry a
big stick; you will go far.f
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(continued from page 1)
what they feel·is a failing
business," explains Bajema.
"In reality, there is a
projected shortage of
trained professionals in the
finance, production, support
services, and research and
development portions of
agriculture."
The dilemma facing the
Dordt Ag Department is that
they don't have enough
trained students to fill the
demand for support-related
areas.
The problem is attributed
by Bajema to a communication
barrier. "There are still
many opportunities in
farming abd agriculture in
general, but our media has
focused on certain segments
of agriculture. In regard
to the support industry, if
Dordt could graduate 100
people, there would be many
openings. there is a
definite need for committed
people."
Still, the farm cr1S1S is
very real to Bajema. The
Dordt Ag Stewardship Center
is suffering like any other
U.S. farm from the effects
of low commodity prices,
high interest rates and cuts
in 90vernmen~ programs.
Says Bajema, ·We're in the
thick of it, but in a
(continued from page 1)
does not tolerate diversity
in education. The state
controlled compulsory
education system fails to
accomodate ecclesiastical,
parental, non-profit,
corporate, and other forms
of education unless they are
privately funded.
McCarthy"also states,
"Accompanying this
monopolistic view of
education is the problem of
Anglo-American law, which
recognizes only individual
rights, and not those of
positive sense. It keeps us
very much involved with what
is going on."
Adaptation concisely
embodies Bajema's views as
to what recourse to take.
"We've (the Ag Department)
already talked about 20
acres for alternative crops
including rye, wheat,
triticate barley, rape flax,
vegetables, and other
potential crops." Bajema
believes the key to
adaptation and diversifi-
cation is grounded in
creativity. "We must
encourage people in
agriculture not to look to
someone else, but to
themselves and God for
creativity. God has given
so much creativity to
mankind. "
AS a growing Ag department
with a college farm, Bajema
hopes that Dordt will
display leadership and
creativity in an ever
increasing manner. One
example currently under
discussion is the production
of the water buffalo. Ken
Cornelisse, ~ recent
addition to the Ag faculty
at Dordt, is investigating
the possibilities. It is
obviously something foreign
from the normal Sioux County
output of cattle a~d swine,
institutions." In the case
of religious institutions,
this results in a,very
narrow view of religion and
relegates it to traditional
and private matters.
An example of this is
Yoder vs. ~isconsin in which
the Supreme Court granted
the Amish an exemption from
compulsory education
requirements "based on the
peculiarity of the Amish"
which contradicted public
education. Thus, those
institutions which desire to
be exempt from compulsory
Need someone to do your laundry?
I'll wash, dry, and fold it for you!
Call Mary at 722-1044
LEISURE LAUNDRY
(across from Hardee's)
Regular laundromat hours-7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
We also do Dry Cleaning!
Mondays 9-11 a.m. & Thursdays 9-11 a.m. & 7-9 p.m.
Terry & Mary Hubers
but the department sees its
distinct advantages. "From
a meat standpoint, the water
buffalo is a fast growing
animal who fattens well on
roughage," says Bajema.
With this and other
potentAal projects, Bajema
asks for patience. "We
don't have all the answers,
but we want to keep looking.
The opportunities are here;
it's only that they have to
be explored."
Quests for diversification
are driving more and more
U.S. farms to dwell solely
9n production output--a goal
the Dordt Ag Department
feels should not override an
~m~hasison creational,
stewardship. "Bajema feels
th~t there is a general lack
of concern for creation on
the part of the U.S. farmer.
"Non-Christians look from
the standpoint of production
only. Whatever is
economically expedient is
justifiable. It basically
goes back to an attitude
problem. "
Bajema feels the Christ~an
should be distinct in
agriculture. "Christians
should look at creation in
terms of respect and
concern. In stewardship, we
must keep the spiritual and
physical synonymous. That
ultimately means not only
education requirements now
attempt to demonstrate to
the Court their
"peculiarity" as the Amish
did.
In marked contrast to the
definition of religion in
cases involving ~he church
and state was the Court's
ruling on conscientious
objectors, which dealt with
the free-exercise of
religion. This led to an
expanded definition of
religion as·any deeply held
belief or conviction. The
court will not use this
broader definition in
chuch/state cases, rather it
sticks to the former,
narro~er definition of
religion to maintain the
separation between church
and state.
In reference to the roles
that church and state should
perform in education,
McCarthy says, lilt is
illegitimate for the church,
or the state to be totally
independent from all things.
No single institution should
be sovereign in the sphere
of education."
If a single institution
develops a monopoly in educ-
praying about it, but
putting Christian principles·
into action."
The future of agriculture
xhen lies with what Bajema
sees as action grounded in
optimism and courage to
change. "The situation will
change depending on how
people adapt to it,"
stresses Bajema. "If you
sense why God placed you on
earth, then change isn't so
dramatic. Christians
shouldn't be frightened of
change, they should be
excited about it."
The family farm, according
to Bajema, will remain
victorious. "I don't fear
corporate ownership of land.
I don't believe any
corporation will --wantto
invest in a busines that
brings only two to three
percent return per year."
Finally, Bajema feels the
farm industry cannot afford
to take a pessimistic
stance. "We have no choice
but to adapt as we serve the
Lord." With doors opening
in regard to the agriculture
support industry and the
human's ability to change
under adverse conditions,
Bajemars position may be
well-founded. As Bajema
says, "I firmly believe the
creativity of Sioux County
has yet to be tapped."
ation it is destined to col-
lapse. In the 18th century
the church's monopoly of ·the
education system was broken
down by moral decay within
the system and by pressure
without exerted by diverse
groups fighting for
accomodation.
Today, the established
public school monopoly is in
a similar situation.
Internally it is plagued by
low standards and
aChievements. Externally it
faces the pressure of a wide
variety of groups that seek
accomodation.
McCarthy does offer a
solution to the dilemma
facing the present public
education system. He says,
"What is required is that
our society clearly
understand that genuine
educ~tional diversity
demands that we disestablish
the present monopolist
structure and replace it
with a pluralist system and
a more comprehensive
definition of public
education--a definition that
encompasses a fuller range
of schools worthy public
support."
